
The Gaming Guru Category Descriptions

Cases & Accessories

Get the most out of your gaming controllers, and prevent any wear affordably and with style.
The Gaming Guru offers the best in L2 and R2 extenders, full shell replacements and guards,
and protective storage for your portable systems. Additionally, we're excited to feature Nintendo
Switch controllers that finish the legacy that the Wii started.

You don't have to sacrifice style for protection, so be sure and have a look at our line of stickers
and skins, featuring DC's Batman and other favorites.

Charging Docks

In this day and age of gaming, it's crucial to keep your wireless controllers charged. Wireless
devices clear up the clutter that used to plague the floors of gamers. Our charging docks for
Nintendos, Playstations, and Xboxes are sure to provide all the convenience you need, with
some even offering extra space for storing cartridges.

Don't suffer the fate of so many gamers, whose controllers start to die in the heat of battle. Have
a station ready for easy and fast charging, so you're always quick on the draw.

Controllers and Gamepads

Retro gaming has become wildly popular since the rise of emulators, and many gamers still like
to pull their older systems out for a blast from the past. There's nothing like getting a group of
friends together to reminisce about the old days, only to see that one of them still has a
Gamecube and a copy of Smash Bros. Melee on their shelf.

That's why we still have Gamecube controllers, while also stocking Wiis and Nunchucks if you
ever get the hankering for some nostalgia.

Gaming Headphones

In the modern era, your auditory senses have become just as essential as your hand-eye
coordination. That's why so many gamers have invested heavily in the top-of-the-line gaming
headphones we offer, both wired and wireless.

You never know when an enemy is sneaking up on you, and if you're playing online, hearing
another player's warning might mean the deciding factor in securing that win. Whether it's



Fortnite or Warzone, you're going to want to stay on your toes, and our gaming headsets may
save your hide one day.

Gaming Keyboards

When it comes to gaming keyboards, accept only the best. Our LED light keyboards are
versatile and easy to get used to for those switching over from consoles. But it's more than just
fancy light tricks; these gaming keyboards are designed to get you as close to the action on
screen as possible, providing a completely immersive experience for the best games on the
market.

Gaming Mice

No PC gamer can operate without both a gaming keyboard and mouse. For a truly immersive
experience, gamers expect the highest DPI available and a lot more than just the point-and-click
mice average computers typically use. The Gaming Guru features some of the sleekest models
on the market, with DPI rates that are never lower than 1600. We also offer mice with adjustable
DPIs that can be set lower when you're not deep in a gaming session.


